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Gay/Lesbian Ads Blanket Maine
Our Paper

by Eric Gordon

P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104

During the week of May 25, 450,000
pairs of Maine eyes saw a display ad featuring the headline "Gay? Lesbiian?" in their
locai newspapers.
A two-inch high direct-response advertisement mailed to fifty-two Sunday, daily
and weekly newspapers beckoned Maine
readers ·to write to Our Paper for a free
sample and subscription fom1.
The project, funded by a grant from
The Haymarket People's Fund, was
conceived as a way to generate new readers
fo,r the stat(;'s only gay newspaper.
The results? At press time, 160 readers
had responded to the ads. Ads will continue
to run in the·classified sections of Maine
Times and Portland's Casco Bay Weekly
throughout the ·year.
What the Respondents Said;
"Thanks for getting the a.d run. I was
very surprised to see it in the Star Herald
(Presque Isle)."
"We never knew there wais a paper for
us. We.are very happy about this."
"I jla,ve to t~ll you, it just about floored
ine ,when I. saw your ad in the Katahdin
Tiin~ "(M/11\nocket). I had no idea that
Maine had gay paper. Thanks a lot. You
inade my day.;'
"Finally! I've found an actual gay/lesbian publication. Just as I was beginning to
give up hope, I saw your notice in Casco
Bay Weekly (Portland). You've truly
brightened this dyke's day."
. "'fhanj(s for including our community
by advertising in The Lincoln News."
"Wonderful to see your ad, especially
in a little 'paper like the Bootlhbay Register. Good for you!"
A few problems
The Our Paper advertising project was
not without its problems, however. Although 30 newspapers including the Maine
Sunday Telegram ran the ad, 16 papers
including Jhe Bangor.Daily News and the
LewistQn ,Sun rejected it. I addition, another six papers either lost t~e ad, forgot to
~ itt or could not fit _the ad be~ause of size
requirements. .
If you ' re keeping score (and Our Paper certainly is), here is a list of each paper
and.its decision when it was faced with an
insertion orcler:

a

'.·~- Bay?
Lesbian?
. . .
. .
-

Join thousands of lesbians and gay
men in Maine. Subscribe to Our
Paper. For free sample and subscripti.on info-pack (mailed in a plain
envelope} write to: , ,
o.-r Paper ·
f
Dept. Q
.6..
P.O. Box 10744,
.
Portland, ME 04104

DID YOUR PAPER RUN IT?
PAPERS RUNNING THE AD:
Aroostook Republican (Caribou)
Bethel Citizen
Boothbay Register
Brunswick Times Record
Camden Herald
Casco bay Weekly (Portland)
Castine Patriot
Central Maine Morning Sentinal
(Waterville)
·
Courier Gazette
Eastern Gazette (Dexter)
Ellsworth American
Franklin Journal (Fam1inton)
Houlton Pioneer Times
Journal Tribune (Biddeford)
Katahdin Times (Millinocket)
Kennebec Journal (Augusta)
Lincoln News
Lincoln County News (Damariscotta)
Livermore Falls Advertiser
Machias Valley News Observer
Maine Sunday Telegram
Maine Times
Old Town-Orono Times_
Piscataquis Observer (Dover-Foxcroft)
Portland Press Herlad/Evening Express
Presque Isel Star Herlad
St. Croix Courier (Calais)
St. John Valley Times (Madawaska)
Waldo Independent (Belfast)
Wiscasset Newspaper
PAPERS REJECTING THE AD:
American Journal (Westbrook)
' '
Bangor l>aily News
' : .. ' .
Bangor Daily News Weekend Edition
bar Harbor Times
Calais Advertiser
Lewiston Daily Sun
Lewiston Sunday
Norway South Paris
Advertiser Democrat
Quoddy Tides (Eastport)
Republican Journal (Belfast)
Rumford Falls Times
Sanford News
Skowhegan Reporter
Waldo hancock Sunday (Belfast)
Wiscasset Times
York County Coast Star
(Kennebunkport)
PAPERS WITH OTHER REASONS
FOR NOT RUNNING THE AD:
Island Ad-Vantages (Stonington)
Merrymeeting Standard (Richmond)
Moosehead Messenger(Greenville)
Rnngeley Highlander
Weekly Packet (Blue Hill)
York Weekly

A

.
This ad appeared in thirty
Maine newspapers. Sixteen papers refused to run it.

883-6934 24-HOUR INFORMATION ON

EVEN-TS, GR~OUP MEETINGS, AND PERSONALS FOR GAY MEN AND LESBIANS
~ IN SOUTHWESTERN MAINE. ALL LISTINGS ARE Fl{EE.
-.
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PURPOSE
Our Paper is published monthly by the
Our Paper collective. P.O. Box 10744.
Portland. Maine 04104. The purpose of
Our Paper · is to serve as a voice for
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We wish
the newspaper to be a source of infon:i1ation, suppon and affim1ation. and a vehicle
for celebration. by and for members of the
lesbian and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as
well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understanding
of our lifestyles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in the paper are
those of the authors only.
We request that all material submitted
by signed and include an address and/or
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as neces,sary. Within the pages of
the newspaper, articles can appear anonymously, upon request, and strict confidentiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials are initialed,
they represent the opinion .of all collective
members.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for publication
and to share your comments. criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, Our
Paper is Your Paper!!

THE COLLECTIVE
Business Manager
Diane Matthews:·
News ·coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
Features Coordinator:
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator:·
Marjorie Love
Advertising Coordinator:
Eric Gordon
Graphics and Design Coordinator:
Diane Matthews and
Christian De Bor
Distribution and Subscription Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson.
Diane Matthews
Michael Stickney and
Christian De Bor
.C ONTRIBUTORS
Mi ·had Ucndzcla
Steve Uurr
Diane Elzc
.Eric Gord~~
Harry Gordon
Rob Gorsline
Tim Grover
Di1.:k I larrison
~
Peter S. Karnsopuulos
Uen Liles
Marjorie Love

L.K.

.

George Repp
Holly Valero

Pat

Cover by Tim Grover
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $25 for
three years. Make checks payable to Our
Paper.
ADVERTISING SALESPERSON
Charles Dwyer

Deadlines For August Issue:
- Articles, Announcements, Calendar - \/ July 18
- Advert~sing, Camera Ready - August 1

OOOPS ...
Our Paper sincerely apologizes to
Syndonie Fagan for having incorrectly
printed her excellent story, The Devil's
Bathtub. Ms. Fagan ' s work is highly regarded and we hope such an error will not
be repeated. A correct version of The
Devil's Bathtub will be reprinted in a future issue of Our Pap1er. Our Paper also
apologizes to Eric Gordon for not having
credited him as the person who took the
photos of Holly Valem which appeared in
our June issue.

Speech For Oipening Ceremonies of the Quilt
by Diane Elze
This is an awesome sight, not only
because we are here in such large numbers
and in such diversity. But because what
brings us here is our shared beliief in the
dignity of the human spirit. And when this
many people, with all our differences, gather
in one place to share that experience, such
collective spirit can move mountains - and
state legislatures.
We create magic when we gather like
this - gay and straight, old and young,
people of color and white, people with
AIDS, children, lovers, parents, spouses,
the families into which we were 'born, and
the families of friends and lovers we have
created for ourselves.
But it ' s also hard to be here. I r,e member
very powerfully my friends who !have died
from AIDS. As a lesbian activist, I also
grieve over the loss of so many brothers
and sisters who have been vital to the
political, cultural, and spiritual life of my
community. I am afraid of losing more
friends . I, like so many of us, live: always a
hair' s-breadth away from grief and anger
and fear these days.
This Quilt is a testament to 1the pride,
esteem courage, unity, and love within the
gay and lesbian community. Though it has
gro-..vn beyond our community , and now
belongs to all of us, whoever we are and
however we've been affected by · is tragic
disease, it was born in the gay arid lesbian
community and I am immensely proud of
that fact.
I witnessed the first unfolding of the
Quilt in Washington , D.C. two years ago,
during the March on Washimgton for
Lesbian and Gay Rights. The image of
that Quilt stretching across the Capitol
Ma11 was breathtaking. And I thought to
myself, how wonderful to be a part of a
community that would so beau1tifully remember its dead, and so gracefully invite
others to be a part of such a wondrous
monument. There is something so absolutely beautiful when we are being the very
best we can be, when we takes risks on
behalf of each other.
And then, this week, we suffered the
tragic defeat of that bill in the Maine Senate, and to witness the courage of some,
and the mean-spiritedness of others, left us
with grief, anger, and hope.
There is something very similar about
the making of a quilt for our loved ones
who have died from AIDS, and the making
of a movement for civil rights for those of
us still living.
To make such a beautiful quillt, we must
believe that our lives are worth enough to
be remembered and honored. To make a
civil rights movement, we must believes
that our lives are worth enough to be protected and respected. And to reach out and
bring together such a diversity of people in
the making of this quilt, and in the making
of a civil rights movement, we must believe in our own potential to transform
ignorance into understanding, fear into
courage, and comfort, prejudice into appreciation, and alienation into friendship.

What binds our AIDS work, this quilt,
and our civil rights work together, what
binds us together, with all our differences,
is our belief in the value and integrity of the
human spirit, our belief that we can make
a difference in improving the quality of life
for ourselves and others, our belief that joy
comes when people build bridges of respect.
It is from that place in our hearts that a
quilt is made. It is from that place in our
hearts that a civil rights bill is fought for. It
is from that place in our hearts that a
mother comes together with her gay son's
lover to make a quilt panel. It is from that
place in our hearts that advocates for IV
drug users risk arrest by establishing underground needle exchange programs. It is
from that place in our hearts that persons
with AIDS risk whatever security they
may have by going public about their illness with the hope of educating others. It is
from that place in our hearts that AIDS
activists fought for the admission of women
and people of color with AIDS into experimental drug protocols.

On the day our civil rights bill went
down to defeat in the Maine Senate, a
reporter asked me why we keep submitting
the bill, session after session, this being our
twelfth year and seventh time. "Why do
you do it?" he asked. And in my grief, so
that I wouldn't cry on television, I gave
some fifth grade answer about civil rights
and democracy and Mom and apple pie.
And I thought about it afterwards, and what
I really wanted to say to him was, "How can
I not? How can I not keep doing this? How
can we not keep doing this? This is my life.
This is for my life. This is for our lives."
And the same is true for us here tonight.
If we were asked by a reporter why we were
here, we would say, "How can we not pe
. here! As we gather here, many in grief, we
remember to ourselves, "This was the life
of my son. This was the life of my daughter.
· This was the life of my brother. My sister.
My grandson. My lover. My spouse. My
partner. My child. My friend. How could
we not be here, we would way."

Before he died on April 11 at the age of
33, Terry Sutton of San Francisco, a pioneer in the AIDS activist movement, left
this message on his answering machine
during his last hospitalization: .
"When the history of this epidemic is
told, let it be known that gay men, lesbians
and women were our warriors; that we took
care of our sick and we fought a government that seemed not to care. And we did it
with integrity, compassion, and love."
In my work with the AIDS Project and
with the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance, I feel blessed to have met many
warriors, not just within my community,
. but also outside. The mother of a young
man with hemophilia and AIDS who has
spearheaded AIDS education in her
workplace. A woman with AIDS who, for
the first time, recently spoke publicly about
her experience, becoming the first woman
in Maine to do so. The state officials who
speak out against mandatory testing, despite the position of their superiors. AIDS
educators who insist on the importance of
talkin~ about prejudice against gay and

lesbian people when invited to speak in
Maine schools. The 86-year-old grandmother of a person who died from AIDS
who never stops working on this issue. And
the list is realiy endless.
I would like us all to take a moment and
think about a risk we recently took. And
then I'd like us to appreciate ourselves for
taking that risk. Perhaps we took a risk in
telling a friend or family member we were
coming here tonight. Or told another person that we are living with AIDS. Or maybe
we came out to our legislator. Or asked a
co-worker not to finish that AIDS joke.
Maybe we asked someone for help. Or
offered our help to another. Or hugged our
gay son or lesbian daughter and said, "It's
OK." Think about that risk you took,
whatever it was, and appreciate yourself _
for it, honor that place in your heart that
gave birth to it.
I was leafing through a very old feminist journal the other day and I saw a
picture of a political poster that was created

and circulated when Angela Davis was
hiding from the FBI in the early 1970s.
Under the picture of Davis were the words,
"SISTER: YOU ARE WELCOME IN
THIS HOUSE." And I thought how clearly
those words describe how many of us are
dealing with this AIDS crisis. BROTHER,
YOU ARE WELCOME IN THIS HOUSE.
DAUGHTER, YOU ARE WELCOME IN
THIS HOUSE. SON, YOU ARE WELCOME IN THIS HOUSE. LOVER, YOU
ARE WELCOME IN THIS HOUSE. SISTER, YOU ARE WELCOME IN THIS
HOUSE.
And the beauty contained in those words
is also the commitment to defy injustice,
the commitment to push a government to
act justly.
Two years ago, when I participated in a
civil disobedience action at the U.S. Supreme Court to protest the Hardwick v.
Bowers decision which upheld a state's
right to outlaw gay and lesbian relationships, an image that wiil always stay with
me is the 800 of us preparing to be ariest~a
to express our outrage at' that deniaf of
equal rights, standing outside this building
which had, engraved prominently across
the front, the words "Equal Justice Under
Law. "
Now, perhaps when the Supreme Court
can reach out and say to gay and lesbian
people, and people with AIDS and IV drug
users and others who are threatened with
'
I
mandatory testing , SISTERS AND
BROTHERS, YOU ARE WELc;oME IN
THIS HOUSE, the words, "Equal Justice
Under Law" will have meaning.
All of us have learned many things as
our lives have been touched by AIDS. One
important lesson I have learned is that I can
act in spite of my fear. I feel afraid as I walk
the halls of the State House. I feel afraid as
I stand in front of all of you .
I want to read a few words from a poem
by Audre Lorde, a Black lesbian-feminist
poet. The poem is entitled, "Litany for
Survival," and I think it speaks to the
experience of all people struggling against
forces that would disempower us. To all of
us who have been imprinted with fear,
especially to those of us who have grown
up in groups which have experienced historical oppression, she writes:
when we are loved we are afraid love
will vanish
when we are alone we are afraid love
will never return
and when we speak we are afraid our
words will not be heard
nor welcomed
but when we are silent we are still
afraid.
So it is better to speak
remembering
we were never meant to survive.
In closing, I'd us like to take to heart the
words of the fearless and fiery labor union
organizer Mary Harris Jones, well-known
throughout the country in the 19th and
early 20th century as Mother Jones, when
she said - "Pray for the dead and fight like
hell for the living."
Thank you.
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Tracking the, Wild Lesbian
by Holly Valero
shape, social rank, manner or existence, or
sex. It's not a lot better, but at least it gets
rid of the "s" word.
"Gay" and "lesbian" are also a problem. "Gay" lacks any sense of seriousness.
It's too cute. When shouting for gay rights
at rallies, I have found myself privately
wishing f~r a slightly heavier-duty word.

The first problem in traci111g the roots of
HOMOSEXUALITY is the word. Youjust
can't go around saying "sex" to a woman in
her late 70's without getting into trouble. I
don't care how detached and historical you
think you are being. I can almost guarantee
that you'll be outshouted, tackled, and
gagged by friends and family before you

"Gay" lacks any sense of seriousness. It's too cute.
Something with more weight. "Lesbian"
is, for reasons completely unknown to me,
too exotic for your average American. In
telling people that I am a "lesbian" I have
received comments like, "oh, really? I'm a
protestant," "I've always wanted to learn
how to do that, did you take a class?" or my
favorite, "have you lost any weight yet?"
The second problem with tracing our
roots is the flat denial of people to even
admit that we exist. When you think about
it, it's a damn clever move. This way we
spend our whole lives wrapped up in an
idiotic, existential argument. Just imagine
George Bush campaigning on the ticket
that Democrats don't exist. The Democrats
would be so nonplussed that they ' d never
get themselves organized enough to pick a
candidate. They'd spend their campaign

even get past "homo." Also, saying "sex"
in a country founded by Puritans is an open
invitation to be roasted slowly upon hot
coals as soon as you return from the talk
show circuit.
So how about changing the words?
Homogenderous and Heterogenderous
sound a lot nicer. I think tlhey even add
greater depth to the terms. Seirnality means:
the condition of havipg sex; sexual activity; or expression of sexual receptivity or
interest especially when exc,essive. Excessive? Thanks a lot, Merriiam Webster.
Remind me to have 40 chees,e pizzas delivered to your house at 3 a.m. ! Gender, on the
other hand, means: sex, a subclass within a
grammatical class of a lan,guage that is
partly arbitrary but also partly based on
distinguishable characteristics such as

dollars proving that they exist.
Many gays and lesbians go through
tons of soul searching, questioning, and
half a dozen therapists before they can even
bring themselves to declare their lifestyles.
Only to be told that there are no homosexuals. It reminds me of one of those "I Walked
with a Zombie" films that came out during
the late '50's and '60's. A lifeless crowd
staggers through the streets of a small town,
their arms extended and eyes blank. They
move toward a screaming woman while
they chant, "why Jane, what makes you
think something is wrong?"
I don't remember a time when there
weren't lesbians, but my grandmother does.
There weren't any lesbians when she was a

I always thought Tarzan was gay anyway. As for Jane, any
woman who swings on a vine and likes animals gets my vote.
young woman growing up in the South ..
You see back then the South was really
THE SOUTH. The world was still a decenlt
place to live. There were gentleman and!
th.ere were ladies. Women did not pump
their own gasoline. Ever. Oh, sure, yoU1
occasionally found a nice young man who
seemed hesitant in the face of marriage, bult

Lover Denied Trip on TWA
compiled by Eric Gordon
England Airs Gay TV
A British television network debuted
an hour-long weekly gay 111ewsmagazine
series, said to be the first prime-time network program of its type in the world .
About 1. 1 million Britons were estimated to have watched the first installment
of the program, Out on Tuesday. The
program presents British and international
gay news, interviews, and short features.
Despite a recent survey in which 74
percent of Britons who were polled said
they think gay relationships are "always or
most! y wrong;" press officer for ITN Broadcast Network Yvonne Taylor said the network received few complaints about the
series.

The only answer I can see is to get
tough . From now on, as far as I'm concerned, famous gays and lesbians include
anyone who has declared his or her hetero
status. I always thought Tarzan was gay
anyway. As for Jane, any woman who
swings on a vine and likes animals gets my
vote.

Partners win in S.F.

Pressure Pulls Radio Skit

In a lawsuit filed by Lambda Legal
Defense Fund, New York tax attorney
William L. Johnson contends that Trans
World Airlines violated both federal and
state law by refusing to issue a frequent
flyer free ticket award to his lover, William
Hibsher.
TWA ' s policy says that the only persons who could use the free tickets are the
Frequent Flyer member, relative, or legal
dependent. TWA defines "relative" as
spouse, parent, child, brother, sister, grandparent, grandchild, aunt, uncle, niece,
nephew, first cousins, and their spouses.
When Johnson tried to argue that his
lover, William Hibsher, was his "spouse
equivalent," TWA balked and refused to
award the free ticket.

with enough pressure "gently applied" by
every living relative, clergyman, and
employer, they almost always came around.
If they flatly refused? They went North.
However, there were no lesbians. None.
[Of course, I am translating here, as my
own grandmother would have never used
such a word.]
So where did lesbians come from?
Naturally my grandmother did not want to
even think about that. All she knew is that
If there even were "those type of women"
they certainly came from the North and
they probably were the result of marrying
Northerners. [This was said with all the
affection that a cotton-picker would have
for boll weevils.]

A Minneapolis radio station in Aprin
stopped airing a segment which "Equal!
Time," a gay newspaper in Minneapolis,
dubbed "overtly degrading to gay men."'
The skit, entitled "Space Fellas," depicted!
"lisping," shrieking interior designers who
were decorating outer space." When the:
morning disc jockey introduced the seg-·
ment, he said, "Hey Tod, we have to get int
character and use these silly fag voices thatt
we do." Station manager of KDWB Radio,
Gary Swartz, said that the deejay did not
say "fag" but "fat."

San Francisco' s Bqard of Supervisors
approved a domestic partner bi II that would
extend spousal benefits and rights to unmarrried city workers, including gays and
lesbians, and allow any live-in couple to
register as partners.
The legislation does not apply to the
"private sector but only to the 25,000 workers employed by the city.
In order to register as domestic partners, a live-in couple will have to fill out a
"Declaration of Domestic Partnership"
form·and pay a fee of $35.

Sources: The Advocate, Philadelphia
Gay News, The Washington Blade.
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Symposium :XVI Celebrates
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Reported by Harry Gordon with Ben
Liles and Dick Harrison.
Memorial weekend in Aroostook
County brought much more tha111 lilacs and
black flies this year as Northem Lambda
Nord hosted the Maine Lesbian and
Gaymen's Symposium XVI. About 140
men and women gathered at the University
of Maine Presque Isle campus to participate in a superbly organized event, heavy
with deftly selected presenters and activities. The Symposium theme, '''Stonewall
20: A Celebration," focused on the anniversary of the Stonewall Rebellion in New
York City in June of 1969, often regarded
as the beginning of the modem liberation
movement.
Keynote speakers MargaretCerullo and
Svend Robinson utilized the opening plenary session to urge their listeners to continue the fight for civil rights. Activist and
Hampshire College (Mass.) te:acher Cerullo called for a new perspective on gay
rights, criticizing two arguments lobbyists
often use in persuading legislators. We are
not ''Just like you," Cerullo argU1es, and we
are asking for a validation, a recognition of
our humanity, our lifestyle. She asked how
long are legislators going to condone a
lifestyle that promotes violence and discrimination against gays and lesbians? How
long are we to endure the inviisibility of
gays and lesbians in -curricula and history?
Margaret Cerullo proposed tlhat what is
usually called the invisibility of gays and
lesbians is a result of what she calls the
" Dynamics of erasure. " That we appear to
be no different from the majority and because prominent gay historical figures are
denied recognition of their sex.uality denies us our rightful place. She: cited the
foster care policies of Massachusetts Gov. ernor Dukakis as one of the polic ies which
attempt to tell us as gays that our families
are "less than."
Society wants to see us as victims,
Cerullo says, but what we an~ about is
humanizing society, adding that we have
much to offer society. From her perspecti ve she suggests that what gays and lesbians need is a politics of interrU1ption - an
interruption of society's monologue against
us.
As one of only four nationally elected
gay representatives in the woirld, Svend
Robinson has served as a member of the
Canadian Parliament representing suburban Vancouver, BC, since 197'9. He outlined Section 15 of the Canadian
Constitution. This section does not specifically address a "shopping list" of discrimination categories, but rather bars "open
discrimination." Whether or not this section can be applied to ho!11ose:xuals will
require a court test, Robinson said. "But
even if we are not going to change people's
homophobia, human rights legislation is
important to prevent them from acting on
it. If we fight back, we may win. If we do
not, then we are guaranteed defeat."
Robinson asked the audience to be
"resolved to. do whatever we can. Yes, to
come out is t he most powerful thing that

any of us can do to work against erasure. "
A panel discussion on the direction of
the gay rights movement followed the
plenary. Cerullo and Robinson were joined
by Diane Elze, President of the Maine
Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance; Hal
Hinds, Director of AIDS/New Brunswick;
and Terryle Bonelli, a member of OUTRIGHT, the Portland allian~e of gay and
lesbian youth. Each panelist made opening
remarks, then followed a wide-ranging
discussion between panelists and the more
t~an 100 participants. Among the many
points addressed were these:
In politicizing groups it is important to
remember the social surroundings. Hal
Hinds observed that after gays and lesbians
are put at ease in a social setting, political
work can follow.
Transportation is a problem for gay
youth who can often use help getting to and
from events. Terryle Bonelli said she derived energy from her association with
older people, but lamented the lack of visibility or accessibility of the older community to youth.
Canada leads the hemisphere in gay
rights legislation. In addition to the Canadian Constitution 's Section 15, the provinces of Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and
the Yukon Territory have rights laws.
The gay community needs to deal with
internalized homophobia and support,
remembering that much of what we are
fighting about among each other has roots
in our oppression.
Finding and creating the kinds of activities that speak to us, not just those that
speak to Christians and right wing legislators was advised by Margaret Cerullo.
Important to her is gay visibility; opening
even traditional spaces to the community.
Symposium XVI participants included
an impressiv.e spectrum of hometowns,
occupations, and ages. Included were public
school teachers and university professors,
computer programmers, research scientists,
farmers , artists, government employees,
radio announcers, employees of paper
companies, state and municipal legislators, students in public schools, students
from several universities, and one member
of the Canadian Parliament.
Those travelling from San Francisco,
CA and Vancouver, BC on the west coast
won the distance honors. Several eastern
states and all the eastern provinces were
represented in the group which was about
evenly divided between Canadians and
Americans. Parity was approximated, too,
between the genders as this year there
appeared to be equal numbers of men and
women. The age spread, from the many
exuberant teens to a couple of octogenarians, was a fine example of the balance
achieved at Symposium XVI.
Two slide presentations focused on the
historical aspect of the conference. The
first, presented by Will Roscoe of San
Francisco,. discussed the "Zuni ManWoman: A Traditional Male Role." Ro-

Of All The Things I've Losf...
by Steve Burr
I hate to admit it, but I'm not perfect. I
know this may be hard to take by those who
know me, but it's true. You see, I terid to be
forgetful... well, really forgetful. I mean
really, really forgetful. What bothers me
most. is if I'm this bad at twenty-six, what
will I be like at seventy-six? (If I live that
long! Someday I may forget to look both
ways before crossing the street
and ... Wham!)
It's the small things that bug me
most-like keys. Next to pencils and pens,
I lose keys the most. I have keys made at
the hardware store by the dozen. They
should give me a bulk rate. What happened
the other day is a good example. I went to
the store to buy three things: a can of
tomato sauce, a newspaper, and a Freezer
Queen Breaded Veal Parmigiana. Simple,
except I get back to the car and no keys. So
I look on the seat, under it, and between it.
No luck. I look in the bag and on, the
ground. (I know what you 're thinking ... why
doesn ' t he look in his pockets? Since you
asked ...) Now I look in my pockets. I am
sure any sane person would take a quick
look and be done with it. Me? No way. I
look once, twice, thrice (just bear with me
here). By now, I'm starting to panic. No
keys-no car, and I walk. I start frantically
pulling my pockets, which to anyone walking by looks like I'm feeling myself for a
cheap thrill. It does to the four year old in
the next car who's asking her mother, "Why
is that man feeling himself?" Her mother's
just trying to get out of the parking lot and
nearly runs over some old lady. The keys,
of course, turn up at the checkout, where
else?
I do no better with doctor's appointments. With one recent appointment, I
forget the time and the doctor's name.
What I do remember is the day and the
address . So, a week before I have to be at
the office, I drive to Portland to find the
place and get the doctor's name. Before
you think I have totally lost it, let me
explain. My regular doctor, what's-hisname, wanted me to see this doctor. His
secretary made the appointment for me and
yes, she wrote it down, but I lost the paper.
So .on Sunday, I go to find 567 Forest
Avenue. Sure enough, it's a doctor's
soce talked about the "berdache," Native
Americans who had special roles combining the skills and activities of both genders.
The second presentation, entitled "She Also
Chewed Tobacco," was the story of 19th
and 20th century women who passed as
men.
Saturday evening the roof was blown
off the Talullah Bankhead Auditorium by
the applause of the audience for The Ten·
Percent Revue. The review features the
words and music of Tom Wilson Weinberg
· presented by a hot cast of- four, accompanied by the equally hot Lisa Joy Bernstein.
Cast members Wendy Binkowitz, John
Corker, Jennifer Firestone and James

complex ...with four doctors. No problem-I
can rule out the obstreticiait and ~he gynecologist, so that leaves only ' two. Ori
Monday, I call their offices and 'neither one
has ever heard of me. So I call 111y doctor,
which is what I should have done m the
first place. I never do things the easy way.
Had l done that, I wouldn't have wasted all
that gas and I would have saved· tnys~lf'
some time. God knows, I would hav'e 'saveci'·
the police officer' s time. It also would hav\!
saved me the speeding ticket. (~ones(
officer, I was just following traffic'anci' no
one was doing thirty, believe me.) Of· .
course, if he hadn ' t stopped me, I never
would have remembered that 1 had forgotten to renew my license. After he informed
me it had expired, I did recall geft1ng 'the
form, but what I did witb it, I don't Icn6w'.
So along' with the' speeding fine, I have ·
another fine for driving with an expired
license. Anyway, I called my doctor and
talked with the secretary, and guess what?
I had . the address wrong. It was 765, not
567! Right numbers, wrong orders. Anyway, I had to cancel because after~ p~y _th~
fines, I won ' t be able to pay the doctor.
Now I have to call and find out how
"much the fines are. The telephone 111umber
is on the ticket and the ticket ls.:.wel,I, right;
here somewhere. I could just gcrto court.·
The date was sometime in May .. .in the ·
. morning, I think. Damn, I need to find that
ticket. I thought I put it in the top drawer.
Instead, I find a ten dollar bill! And the four
stamps I bought last month. And a phone
number (I don ' t remember whose it is).
· And here 's that library book I've been
missing, the one that .was dl)e _two weeks
ago: How to Improve Your Memory in
Fifty Easy Steps. I only gqt to chapter ten.
Look, here ' sthe card the doctor's secretary
I
gave me with all the information on it.
Wow, I was using it for a bookmark. And
look, a Mega-bu.c ks ticket. Hey!.Those ~re
the numbers that, that...Oh my God! I have
last week's numbers right here-April
15th-I'm rich, I'm rich! See right here-on
my ticket...April 8, 1989! April 8th! U;iat ' s
two weeks ago! No, no .. .I couldn '.t have
forgotten to buy a ticket last week. No w.ay,
it 's got to be here. I play the same numbers
every week. Maybe I stuck it in,a book or. ..
Humphrey easily won their audience, earn- .
ing the most exuberant applause seen in the
auditorium in some time.
Two dances provided for physical
exercise for the weekend. Saturday night,
"Svend Robinson Hall" was bedecked with
a plethora_of white, pink and mauve helium
balloons for the celebration dance. And
Sunday, the Marsh Island Band provided
music for a lively evening of contra dancing. Dave Lavoie handled the calling
honors. Northern Lambda Nord presented an array of 19-videos to choose from
as entertainment, continuously screening
on a tight schedule.
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Gay Radio ,c omes to Maine,
in Spite of MPBN
Since 1984, Aroostook County's Northern Lambda Nord and the Gay-Lesbian
Phoneline in Caribou have been in conflict
with Maine Public Broad,c asting's radio
station. The issue is MPBN ' s support - or
lack thereof - of the lesbian-gay community in Maine. The most recent incident
occurred last summer. The culmination of
months of negotiations between the GayLesbian Phoneline and MPBN Radio is
reflected in their correspondence. The last
· two pieces, dated June IO, 1988 and July
11, 1988 respectively, are reprinted here
for your information:
June IO, 1988
Mr. Roger Murphy, Durector
Gay-Lesbian Phoneline
Caribou ME
Dear Mr. Murphy:
First, my apologies. Many months have
gone by since you first contacted us regarding the radio series "Inside/Out." I have
not meant to be so slow in responding. I
have, however, wanted to hear as many
editions of the program as possible before
making a decision about airing it.
I digress for a momenlt. In 1984, I received a call from the west coast concerning the development of a program destined
to present news and information for and
about the gay/lesbian community. I told
the caller, whose name escapes me now,
that I was interested and would welcome an
audition tape. (While as a publicly-funded
organization MPBN cannot endorse political candidates, causes or special interest
groups, we do, however, both in our employment and broadcast policies, reject
discrimination against any group or individual for any reason. We do this both on a
professional level and personally, as individuals.)
As you probably know, "Inside/Out"
was slow in developing. It finally became
available this spring, announced with the
receipt of a demonstration program. The
satellite feeds of the firnished products
commenced in April.
Frankly, we were disappointed with the
series. Instead of using a factual approach
to identifying and examiniing the very real
discrimination and health iissues facing the
gay/lesbian community today, the producers chose to use dramatic and oftentimes
one-sided reporting styles and production
techniques. "Inside/Out" had great potential as an information v,e hicle for both
homosexuals and heterosexuals, but chose
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instead to employ advocacy journalism,
resulting in a program that does little good,
and in fact, may inadvertently promote the
very stereotypes it's attempting to eradicate.
We have listened to several programs
and have come to the conclusion that MPBN
Radio cannot accept "Inside/Out" for
broadcast. I know you will be disappointed
. with this decision, but please let me assure
you that it was not made lightly. Our editorial board has spent a considerable amount
of time discussing the series' failings and
merits. We decided that it simply doesn' t
meet our standards for accuracy and objectivity in news reporting.
While we will not carry "Inside/Out"
we will continue to air programs, both ·
nationally and locally produced, on issues
of concern to gays and lesbians. Our nightly
locally-produced news program MAINE
THINGS CONSIDERED covers these
issues on a regular basis. For example, in
the last three months of 1987, MTC broadcast stories on AIDS expenditures by the
State of Maine, the Bishop on AIDS, an
AIDS conference, and a Gay-Lesbian news
conference. It included an AIDS debate by
Wyman and Ives, coverage of an AIDS
conference and, in December, coverage of
the AIDS leaflet controversy in New
Hampshure.
So fai thTs year, MAINE THINGS
CONSIDERED has included these stories:
AIDS towelettes
AIDS briefing
AIDS commentary
Governor's AIDS policy
The AIDS policy and the MCLU
AIDS testing in hospitals
Hospices deal with AIDS
AIDS education
AIDS helper
Peggy Brick on sex education and AIDS
The Gay Youth Conference
Gay pamphlet
"Sexuality Pamphlet controversy continues in New Hampshire."

ACUPUNCTURE HEALTH SERVICES
Effective treatment for:
• IMMUNE DEFICIENCIES
• GYNECOLOGICAL DISORDERS
• MUSCULAR SKELETAL DISORDERS
• RESPIRATORY DISORDERS
•ALLERGIES
• DIGESTIVE PROBUMS
• CHRONIC PAIN
•HEADACHES
• PREVENTION

C.ALL 207-439-6627
Netta Miriam Harl
Certified A cupuncturist
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Lesbian/Gay Radio to Debut on WERU
by Rob Gorsline
Maine radio history will be made on
Tuesday, July 4, 1989 when WERU, a
community radio station headquartered :in
Blue Hill, begins weekly broadcast of a
syndicated 30-minute lesbian/gay radio
"newsmagazine" program.
The program, called "This Way Out,"
features lesbian and gay news from around
the world. The program is prepared in Los
Angeles for broadcast throughout the cou111try, and will be heard on WERU every
Tuesday at 4 p.m. The station broadcasts at
89.9 on the FM dial.
Backers of the project are appealing to
the Maine lesbian, gay and bisexual community for support for the project. WERU
has committed to the weekly broadcast for
one-year. Backers have agreed to provide
funds to cover the cost of obtaining the
weekly tapes, a total of $520.
According to Rob Gorsline of Orono,
who is coordinating the fund raising effort,
$120 was raised following an announcement about the broadcast during Sunday's
breakfast at the recent Symposium XVI in
Presque Isle. "Most of those donations
came from Canadians and northern Mainers who won't be able to pick up the pirogram, but they wanted to help us make tlltis
dream come true," Gorsline said. "We hope
others in Maine, even those from outsiide
the WERU broadcast area, will share that
sentiment."
Donations to support weekly broadAnd on the National Public Radio segment of MORNING EDITION which we
broadcast JW1e 3, 1988, there was an indepth report about AIDS and the HIV
virus.
These issues ~eally are the concern of
everyone, since society as a whole is th1e
victim when one group suffers discrimination. Perhaps musician Teresa Trull said i,t
·best (in the demonstration program): "If
we really want to improve the life oflesbians and gay men, then we have to improve
life as a whole for all of humanity. That' s
what MPBN Radio tries to do every day of
its broadcast life."
,
Please call me anytime to discuss this
or any other programming matter.
Sincerely,
J. Leston Myers
Station Manager - Radio
July 11 , 1988
Mr. J. Leston Myers
Station Manager - Radio
MPBN, Bangor ME
Dear Mr. Myers:
I am writing in response to your letterof
June IO to the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline, a
project of this organization. As you aire
aware, the Phoneline is a supporter of
MPBN Radio.
I've read and re-read your letter detaiiling your and MPBN Radio' s refusal to air
" insideOUT," a gay-lesbian newsmagazine.
I appreciate your assurances that MPBN

casts of "This Way Out" should be sent to
Gorsline at 79 Bennoch Road, Orono ME
04473, with checks made payable to
WERU.
Mark Letizia of Bucksport, a volunteer
at WER U, was instrumental in bringing the
program to the attention of the station and
encouraging the management to listen to
the program." As soon as the programming
manager heard the demonstration tape,"
Letizia said, "he said ' let 's do it.' He said it
was quality programming."
Both Letizia and Gorsline expressed
regret about the time slot, recognizing that
many will miss the program while at work.
They pointed out that the station, whose
fare is mostly music, is instituting a "talk
slot" in the afternoon, and that there will be
no talk programming in the evening.
"Besides," says Gorsline, "just think of
all those non-gay/lesbian folks who will be
exposed to our news. Maybe even at work
or as they shop." Of course, lesbians and
gays can lobby for playing WERU on
Tuesdays at their work sites.
" I think it is just great that this broadcast
will begin on July 4 - we can think of it as
' liberation day' for Maine radio," says
Letizia, noting that others had tried without
success to get Maine Public Radio to air the
program.
Both men credited Larry Dansinger of
The Maine Progressive with the suggestion to contact WERU.
will "continue to air programs ... on issues
of concern to gays and lesbians." To support your position of how MPBN has served
Maine ' s lesbian-gay community, you note
about 20 different segments which Maine
Things Considered tias broadcast since
October 1987. However, all of these segments, save one ("Gay Youth Conference"),
deal with one issue of concern: AIDS.
By contrast, the sample "insideOUT"
program which MPBN received, and which
was also sent to Northern Lambda Nord
for this organization's information ahd
review, featured seven different segments:
l - The Larouche Initiative in California - detailing the battle faced by the lesbian--gay community, and noting how the
singlin& out of our community during the
-AIDS health crisis parallels the situation
faced by the Chinese during the bubonic
plague in the early 20th century.
2 - Musicians Holly Near and Teresa
Trull discussing their personal views of
feminism, humanism, and their experiences
Continued on page 7
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AIDS Fund in Crisis

REPORT~
York County
Notebook
by Pat
I've been going through the trash again .
Post office trash . Some of my bes.tmail has
been other peoples' throw aways . Today
was a real find : a Victoria 's Secret catalog.
Great underwear. The model s aren ' t as
skinny as they used to be either. Still a little
vacuous for my taste, but hey, you can 't
look a gift horse ... gift catalog .. .
Speaking of underwear, C. and I
stumbld onto that topic the other day. I
was trying to describe a certain article and
hi s response was " Haven't seen one. l
don ' t do much shopping at qyk1es R Us!"
What a concept!. Everybody else has a
specialty store; why not us? It 's just what
Kennebunkport needs! We could become
the lesbian fashion capital of tlhe world!
And why stop there? What about another
shop just down the street that carries both
luggage and clothing for gay men? We ' ll
call it Fag and Baggage!
If you missed seeing Torch .S:ong Tril·
ogy at the Movies last month and it' s playing anywhere else within a hundred miles,
go see it. l went once with a friend and once
by myself. Four stars. Absolutely excellent.
Was in Philadelphia a while ago. Missed
their first gay pride day by a week.
Womanspace, a meeting space for lesbians was destroyed by arsonists but they
have a new building, which nee:ds contributions urgently . They ' re at 4828 Baltimore Avenue , Phila. 19143 if you want to
help out.
It 's a lot wanner in Pennsylvania than it
is in Maine.When we open Dykes R Us, l
think we'd better stock winter stuff yearround. All that Victoria 's Secret Underwear is great but it don ' t keep you wann
worth a hoot!
Enough said.

The Maine Health Foundation's
PW A (people with AIDS) Financial
Assistance Fund is in a-crisis. This fund ,
maintained by the Maine Health Foundation since 1985, provides financial assistance to people with AJDS in Maine.
As recently as 1985, the PWA Financial Assistance Fund required only $2,500
forthe entire year. In July ofl988,just nine
months ago, the Fund dispensed $2500 for
that one month. Today, the demand for the
Fund has soared to a staggering $10,000 a
month.
The Maine Health Foundation, an
all-volunteer organization based in Portland, has been unable to keep pace with this
dramatic increase in needs, despite acceler:ated fundrai sing efforts on all fronts.
The PW A Financial Assistance Fund
is administered throughout Maine, through
the AJDS service organizations: The AIDS
Project serving southern Maine, Dayspring serving central Maine, and Eastern
Maine AIDS Network serv ing eastern
and northern Maine.
The Fund 's primary purpose is to provide much needed financial assistance to
PW As in Maine who fall through the cracks
of other social assistance programs, allowing them to meet some basic living expenses such as rent, food, insurance payments, heat and electricity.
The number of people with AJDS in
Maine is increasing rapidly. This new
funding crisis is frighteningly real to those
PW As, their families and loved ones. Bruce
Fritz, a PW A living in Portland and a
member of the Board of Trustees of the
Maine Health Foundation, says "People
with AIDS in Maine are facing a catastrophic financial situation and don't know
where to tum now that this fund is in
jeopardy."
Donald Myer of Kennebunk, President
of the Board of the Maine Health Foundation, urges anyone interested in contributing to this fund to send donations to The
Maine Health Foundation, P.O. Box
7329, D.T.S. , Portland, ME 04112.

Key International Guide
A New Gay
Travel Magazine
KEY INTERNATIONAL GUIDE, a
directory of almost 500 hotels, resorts,
guest houses and bed-and-breakfast establishments of interest to gay men and women,
reports some noticeable trends which have
developed since it published its first edition back in 1984.
KEY '89, the sixth edition of KEY
INTERNATIONAL GUIDE, is avai lable
postpaid from HOUSE OF LEEHEI , POB
330406, Coconut Grove, FL 33233. Please
remit check in US funds drawn on a USA
bank or USA correspondent branch of a
foreign bank or lnt'l Money Order. Cover
price: US$ 6.95 , North America; US$ 7 .95
all other locations. We feature almost 500
places worldwide.

in the women's movement.
3 -A "Time Line" Segment focusing on
the history ofthe gay-lesbian community;
this segment discussed the underreporting
by the national media of the National March
on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights.
4 - "Stranger than Straight" - humor.
5 - From London, a report on how the
British media portray the lesbian-gay
community, from negative distortions and
attacks by newspapers, to positive 30minute weekly gay-lesbian television programs, a film series, interviews, and newsprograms.
6 - A poem by Pat Parker - "To Straight
Folks Who Think Gay Folks Should Not
Be So Blatant. "
7 - An hi storical item noting the link
between Tchaikovsky's emotional problems and his repressed homosexuality.
"insideOUT" in just one half-hour
program, has addressed more of the concerns and interests of the lesbian-gay
community than MPBN Radio has done in
the past IO months.
You list MPBN 's AIDS programs as
serving our community. But this coverage
deal s with only one of the many issues of
concern to Maine people. Where is the
story about the annual Maine Lesbian and
Gaymen ' s Symposium - we've just completed number 15. How many Symposium
Reports has MPBN aired in the past 15
years? And how about a report on Our
Paper: A Voice for Lesbians and Gay
Men in Maine? It's been published for
over five years by a collective of volunteers, but MPBN has failed to air any report
about that aspect of our lives. How about a
story or' series of stories on any of the
dozens of vibrant and active organizations
serving our community in Maine - or about
any of the "personalities" in our community? Where are those segment titles on
your list of concerns which have been
broadcast by MPBN?
Your misconception about the interests, concerns, and needs of the lesbiangay community in Maine is reflected by the
extreme narrowness and limited scope of
MPBN' s service to our community. You .
note in _your letter how "insideOUT" fails
to use a "factual approach to (identify) and
(examine) the very real discrimination and
health issues facing the gay-lesbian community today. " Yet the very real scope of
our concerns is so much more than merely
discrimination and health issues. As reflected by "insideOUT" we're interested
in hi story, humor, mu sic , poe!ry,

politics ...the list is endless.
You criticize "insideOUT" as employing "advocacy journalism." Doesn't your
weekly noontime program focusing on the
concerns of the handicapped fall under the
category of "advocacy journalism?"
Over 40 other public broadcasting stations have chosen to air "insideOUT" to
serve their gay-lesbian communities. It' s
unfortunate that, for MPBN, this program
does not "meet (your) standards for accuracy and objectivity."
Thi s is not the first time MPBN has
refu sed to ai r a gay-lesbian radio program.
When presented with the radio drama, "Men
with the Pink Triangle," the story ofa gay
man's internment in a Nazi concentration
camp, MPBN rejected this WGBH/Boston
program on the grounds that it was a poor
quality production, though the producer, in
a letter to Northern Lambda Nord , noted
that MPBN's rejection was "quite insulting" and that MPBN did not find his work
"and that of the same crew to be true when
we have allowed MPBN the privilege of
airing some of my productions with less
controversial subjects." And again, this
producer wrote that "The Men with the,
Pink Triangle" was "very well received ... in ·
the more than 40 other cities where it w.as
carried." (September 1981).
Frankly, Mr. Myers, I, too, am disappointed. I am distressed by the continuing
refusal of you, your staff and the Maine
Public Broadcasting Network to address
the needs and concerns of your lesbian and
gay audience in Maine. The narrow perception you seem to . have of what gay
people want to bear is sad. When presented
with the opportunity to broaden the scope
of service to your audience in Maine, you
reject the chance. I only hope that MPBN
is not avoiding serving the lesbian-gay
community forfearof alienating the homophobic element in your audience, for you
are surely alienating the gays and lesbians
in Maine.
But though the news is bad with MPBN
and gay-lesbian radio, another Maine stattion has chosen to air "This Way Out"
(fonnerly "insideOUT"). The Blue Hillbased WERU-FM will soon begin to broadcast lesbian-gay radio. Though they ' re too
far for WERU reception, the folks in Caribou urge the Maine lesbian-gay c ommunity do two things: (1) show your support
of WERU by helping to underwrite their
costs of "This Way Out". Send them a
check in any amount (see address below).
(2) Show MPBN your displeasure' by
letti ng them know that WERU - and NOT
MPBN - will receive your financial support. When you speak to their pocketbook,
perhaps MPBN will finally get the message. Write today!
GAY RADIO? - YES!!
Rob Gorsline
79 Bennoch Road
Orono, ME 04473
* mllke checks payable to R. Gorsline/
Radio* · · ···
GAY RADIO-NO
Les Myers, Station Manager
MPBN Radio
65 Texas Avenue
Bangor, ME 04401

Sincerely,
Dick Harrison, Director
Northern Lambda Nord
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Never Again! The Supreme Court's Abortion Decision
by Peter S. Karasopoulos
"Women will have abortions, legal or
not," say Molly Yard, ]President of the
National Organizatiorn For Women
(NOW)." The question is whether they will
be legal, medically safe and available to
every woman who needs one. "Unfortunately, a woman's right to a legal and safe
abortion is in serious turmoil, as the Supreme Court, now tilted to the right by
Reagan-era conservatives, will soon give
its decision on a case which could reverse
or significantly revise the l~year-old Roe
v. Wade decision.
The 7-to-2 decision of Roe v. Wade established a woman's right to terminate an
unwanted pregnancy, but since 1973, the
pro-abortion margin on the court has significant! y dwindled. In late April, the court
heard the Missouri case o.C Webster v. Reproductive Health Services and a ruling is
expected by August. Many activists and
scholars on both sides of the issue predict
that the court will uphold Roe v. Wade but
allow the states far greater power to regulate abortion.

If abortion laws are handed over to the
states, what will happen in Maine?
Like the gay rights bill and the parental
consent bill, the statehouse in Augusta
would become the battleground. Jenny
Wriggins, an attorney from Brunswick say,
"If the decision is comp le tel y reversed, the
fight will be in our legislature.. .it' s critical
for pro-choice activists to get to work." A
recentstate-by-staterundowninNewsweek
ma~azine predicted that Maine, along with
only 12 other states, would keep abortion
legal, saying that, "Maine bans use of state
Medicaid funds for abortions, but prochoice sentiments run high." Wriggins however, believes that if the decision was left
up to Maine's legislature, "it could go
either way, depending on how well-organized the movements are."
A woman's right to have an abortion is
being threatened by the Supreme Court. If
that right is brought to the floor of our
state's legislature, a fierce battle can be
guaranteed, and the organization of prochoice groups will be es~ntial if the battle
to preserve a woman's right to choose
abortion is to be won.

I

fro-choice activists rallied June
14 in Portland's Monument
Square

Photo by Peter S. Karasopoulos

Aborti_o n Is A Gay Issue
by James Melanson

night. to take control of their bodies and
their lives, and ·to gain economic equity.
The following quotes were taken from
statements made by people who care about
the abortion issue, and are concerned that
the gay male community isn't doing nearly
enough to promote women's rights .. .
"How many gay men or lesbians choose
to have an abortion? Not many. But that' s
not the point. It's a question of choice, of
having the right to decide our own lives .. .
There is absolutely no doubt in my mind
that the same people who are working to
take away your rights are working to take
away mine."

Very soon the Supreme Court of the
United States will have an opportunity to
overturn its 1973 landmark Roe vs. Wade
legal decision, a decision which permitted
women access to safe and legal abortions.
. Given the potential ramifications on the
lives of our lesbian sisters, should Roe vs.
Wade be overturned, it is absolutely crucial
that gay men become involved in the effort
to advance the cause of reproductive freeI dom of women.
For years lesbian women have worked
on behalf of funding for AIDS programs
and for AIDS education and research - it's
Ellen Convisser
about time gay men showed an interest in
working on behalf of issues that affect
President of the Boston chapter of
N.O.W.
women's lives. We in the gay male community have a responsi bility to work for an
equal' rights amendment, fo r more shelters
and support services for battered women
and rape survivors, and for reproductive
In the last eight years many women,
lesbian and straight, have given a lot of
rights. If we demand social justice for
ourselves, then we must be willing to fig ht
time and energy to the AIDS issue. Many
for it on the behalf of others. If we demand
of them work on lesbian , women's, AIDS,
thatsodomylawsbeeradicatedbecausewe
and Third World issues all at one time.
believe that the government has no right to
What we've learned from them is that all of
tell us what to do with our own bodies, than
these issues are not separate. They are just
manifestations of the broader injustice of a
we must be willing to fight for a woman's --; .
freedom to choose to terminate a pregsystem controlled by rich , white, straight
nancy. Our community has mobilized to
men.
combat AIDS, a disease which has taken .
"The people directing the anti-choice
thousands of lives, and we:'ve done so with ,' :.. : movement, pro life is a mi snomer, are also
. bravery and resourcefulness. It 's equally :.. . . the same ones who upport anti-gay legisimportant that we mobilize with just as
. lation, pack school boards to oppose implementation of AIDS and safe sex educamuch vigor and resolve to fig ht any attempt .
to restrict a woman's access to a safe abortion , bum books, demand school prayers,
tion, so that thousands oflives will never be
are anti-intellectual. I grew up in the Deep
South ... and I know that what they are after
. lost again at the hands of back alley aborhas nothing to do with morality , but with
tionists. It's time for gay men to stop
social control; replacing women back into
mouthing off liberal platitudes, and to get
the position of second class citizens under
off our butts and start attending events in
the thumb of men ."
support of women's efforts to take back the

Jim Lovette
From the organization "Men Who Care
About Women's Lives"
Abortion, for many women, is more
than an experience of suffering beyond
anything most men will ever know; it i_s an
act of mercy, an act of self defense.
To make abortion illegal again is to
sentence millions of women and children
to miserable lives and even more miserable
deaths.
Given his history, in relation to us, I
think the white man should be ashamed to
attempt to speak for the unborn chi ldren of
the black woman . To force us to have
children for him to ridicule, drug and tum
into killers and homeless wanderers is a
testament to his hypocrisy.
What can the white man say to the black
woman? Only one thing the black woman
might hear.
Yes, indeed, the white man can say,
Your children have the right to life. Therefore I will cal l back from the dead those 30
million who were tossed overboard during
the centuries of the slave trade. And the
other millions who died in my cotton fields
and hangi ng from my trees.
I wi ll recall all those who died of broken hearts and broken spirits, under the
insult of segregation.
I will raise up all the mothers who di,ed
exhausted after birthing twenty-one children to work sunup to sundown on my
plantation. I will restore to full health all
those who perished for lack of food, shelter, sunlight, and love; and from my inability to see them as human beings.
But I will go even further:
I will tell you, black woman, that I wi.sh
to be forgiven the sins I commit dai ly
against you and your children ... And I will

free your children from insultingly high
infant mortality rates,• short life spans,
horrible housing, lack ~f food, rampant ill
health. I will liberate them from the ghetto.
I will open wide the doors of all the schools
and hospitals and businesses of society to
your children. I will look at your children
and see not a threat but a joy.
I will remove myself as an obstacle in
. the path that your children, against all odds,
are making toward the light. ..
Thi s is what the white man can say to
the_black woman.
We are listening .
Alice Walker
from her April 8th address in Washington D.C.
in support of the National March for
Women's Equality and Women's Lives
" ... And, yes abortion is a gay issue
because lesbians who are raped can be
forced to bear their rapist!s child if denied
access to an abortion. It is a gay issue
because gay people 's sisters and mothers
must have the right to decide when and ifto
bear children. It is a gay issue because
when one form of freedom of choice is
threatened , all forms are threatened."
Wendy Caster, columnist
San Diego Times
Abortion is a gay issue, an issue that
demands not only our immediate attention,
but our full participation as well. If gay
men sit by and do nothing in this then we
will be as accomplices in the deaths and
maimings of thousands of women who wi II
be forced to return to back alleys for abortions. Our responsibility to our sisters
demands courage and integrity and it 's a
responsibility that must be attended to now.
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Confessions of a Right-to-Choose
Dropout
by Majorie Love

the MLGPA; the Women's Lobby;
N .0. W .; the H.A.R. T. Coalition; Our Paper; etc. While you and I enjoy brunch and
the Sunday paper, a handful of dynamos
over and over again are meeting to develop
strategy; writing the newsletters; publicly
speaking and privately Iobbying;a nd funding it all with the bean suppers they throw.
Don 't they want to dropout?
Now don ' t get me wrong. I haven ' t
forgotten those good souls who give so
much love and work to our causes in their
professional capacity. But at least their
work is not always on top of a forty-hour
week at their regular job. And I know that
our volunteer leaders don 't do it all alone.
There are the loyal few who give moderate
amounts of time, effort or money to support the cause. But compared to those who
stand to be helped .o r hurt by the outcomes
of these battles, they are far too few.
I am concerned for those who are left
carrying the load. My own two years with .
Maine Coalition for Choice burned me
out for the next ten.
Oh, I still pay my dues (literally!). I read
my newsletters; make a few donations;
attend a few meetings; write the occasional
poison pen letter. But I've been resolute in
staying out of the spotlight, off the podium
and the letterhead. It's too lonely at the top!
Too damn much work! Too few resources, ·
too little help and not much gratitude.
Clearly, those others who are still leading the way are cut from different stuff. But
they must have their limits, too. So what
are we going to do to sustain those who
continue to fight our battles, right our
wrongs and change our world?
Here's what Ithink. It's time for the rest
of us to do our parts. No more sitting back
in comfort because somebody else has it
under control. Decide what piece you do
(an hour? a day? a week? a month?) If
you're not sure how to help, ask! An, if
giving time and energy doesn't feel possible, give money. Tithe to pay for salaries
and supports for those who do. And don't
forget to thank our leaders for their work.
I mean everybody. I mean you! Unless,
of course, you truly don't give a damn.

I came out twelve years ago. Also twelve
years ago, I took the step from professional
Family Planning outreach counselor an
casual pro-choice sympathizer to volunteer chair of what was then Maine Right to
Choose and became, in the next year, the
Maine Coalition for Choice.
This week I see in the Portland paper
that the Maine Coalition for Choice is
sponsoring a pro-choice rally on June 14.
Sigh. Twelve years later, and woman's
right to choose whether or not to bear a
child is, if anything, less secure. If I let
myself fully feel it, it ' d hurt. How must it
feel to those whose memory reaches back
before Roe vs. Wade?
When I stepped down from the leadership of the Maine Coalition for Choice
ten years ago, I spoke and wrote bitterly
ahout how many lives we could change if
,lll the people on both sides of the issue
cnuld've put our energy where it truly
belonged. Think of the work we could do
even now to teach kids about their bodies
and their Sexuality, to provide the birth
control and the self-esteem that might
motivate its use. We could care for the
accidental children already born and assure them a future that includes opportunities other than parenthood. Instead we battle
year afte,r year about whether women, once
regnant, should be forced into motherhood against their wills. Sigh!
Ten years ago was the last time I chose
to step to the front of a political movement.
In the interim, I've been in leadership
positions in human service organizations,
professional associations and non-profit
boards; it's not that I'm shy. It's also not
that I didn't find some pleasure in the
experience. I loved the passion of our
convictions; the camaraderie of some fine
women anl:l the lessons in writing, speaking and lobbying for influence. There was
much to remember fondly.
And also much that it has taken me ten
years to forgive. Here it is, in a nutshell!
The leaders of our liberal social/political
mcwements work enormously hard, the
weight of the world on their shoulders,
while everybody else waits to reap the
benefits.
Ten years ago, I was one of those leaders. Youknowwhotheyaretoday. They're
the few determined individuals whose efforts are behind the accomplishments of

AUTHOR'S NOTE: I was motivated
to write this piece in part out of gratitude to
the beautiful work of those who took this
year' s gay civil rights bill to heights previousl_y undreamed of. I was very moved by
the achievement and motivated by our ultimate disappointment.
Thank you so much: Sabdh, Diane,
Dale, Betsy, anyone I don't know, but owe
thanks to as well. Wonderfully well done!
Also, I know there are others not mentioned here who deserve thanks for their
work for our causes. I hope that others will
write those tributes.

Pro-Choice supporters gathered in Portland on April 16, 1989 to demonstrate
solidarity with Pro-Choice marchers in
Washington, D.C.
Photos by Diane Matthews
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URGENT
FUNDING.
REQUEST
1

The Maine Health Foundation Inc. must
have immediate funds to maintain the PWA
financial assistance fund.
The need is greater than available funds.
Please, send a ch19ck today.
Thank You
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address---------------

Amount Enclosed$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Names Project
May29
by Pat
Went in without a kleenex
I' m tough. I won ' t cry.
Was I wrong.
Too much ...
" If love could have saved you
you 'd be alive today,"
" .. .remembered by ..."
Stars and rainbows.
Smurfs. Teddy bears.
Flowers, flags and hearts.
A Sesame Street bus.
And a panel, all in black.
.
looking like a rip in the fabric
of someone's universe.
More bears. More rainbows.
More hearts.
Flamingos.
A tree with fallen leaves signed:
"Mothers of AIDS patients
Orange County, CA "

.;_

Denim. Unicorns.
''Time it was,
it was a time"
"To the children
who never had a chance"
We miss your smile"
"dear cousin , we were brothers too
but never knew
love, ed"
In crayon:
"/ have decorated this banner
to honor my brother
Our parents did not want
his name used publicly."
·Doves.
A chefs' hat. A choir robe. '
"For all those who have died alone .. ."
Butterflies.
" JO Cls: Clear
20 Color4 ,7,4
30 l ocate 10,33
40 Print "Good-bye Billy"
50 l ocate 12, 34
60 Print "We l ove You"
70 End" 9

AFfER DARK AGAINST AIDS .. .
an exciting series of evenings out sponsored by Portland area nightclubs to benefit
T he AIDS Project. SHOW YOU CARE/
PLAYSAFE?BEAWARE!Youcanmake
a difference! All proceeds will remain in
Maine and benefit The AIDS Project.
For more information about this series
of events or how you can help make a
difference in the fight against AIDS, please
call (207) 774-6877 and ask for Jeannie
Ross or Arne Hanson at extension 77 or
write The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square, 5th Floor, Portland, Maine 04101.
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Wholistically-Oriented health/mental

health professionals to work with
established acupuncturist in Southern

I
I

Maine. Organizing multi-service clinic.
Send inquiries or resume to Acupuncture
Health Services, 8 Lewis Ave., Kittery,
ME 03904. Tel. 207-439-6627
,

~-------------
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AFTER DARK AGAINST AIDS:
A SUMMERTIME
FUNDRAISING EXPERIENCE
0

00

I
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Location

July 14

Dry Dock

Red Light Revue

July 15

Old Port Tavern

The Floating Boats

July 21

The Exchange Club

DJ/Dance Party

July 27

Zootz

An Ultimate Dance Party
8:00 p.m. til late

July 28

The Underground

High Energy Music & Video

August 5

Geno' s

New Music Club/Live Bands

August 6

The Tree Cafe

R&B Dance Party Night
Live Music and more .••

August 19

Indoor Block Party
Temple Beth-El

All ages welcome; chemical free,
Dancing, refreshments

August 24

Raoul's

Mixed Nuts Comedy Troup
8:00 p.m.

August 25

Spring Point Cafe

Haven Moses/Live music

August 26

Spring Point Cafe

Live music day n' night barbecue

September 7

Moose Alley

The Gordons

,........................................................................................................................................................
i PORTSMAN'S
1
i
THLETIC .
..•
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207-784-2251 .
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CArt AlWAYS 1NIGHlS Aw~~K
RESEINATIONS ACCEPTED 47 MIDDLE STREET 774-93W SUMMER HOURS: 5- CLOSING

Entertainment

Date

i
=
i

2-BATES ST
_LEWISTON; ME 04240
2nd

FLOOR

BALCONY. BAR
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NOEL CLARK • Certified Rolfer
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(207) 442- 7061
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BU YJNG ? SELLING? DREAMIN G?
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your
Home Any where in Maine to Disc1µ1s
Your Real Estate Needs.
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Feminine GWF, early twenties, seeks
''PrinceCharming,"25-32GWMforfriendship of convenience. No smokers or drugs.
If you are professional, quiet and goodnatured, reply with description, phone #,
and photo. Portland area. Please write
Advertiser#93,c/o0ui:Paper,POB 10744
Portland ME 04104.
GWM, 40' s, wishes to meet masculine
men 18-35 for sailing, canoeing, climbing,
raquetball, and assorted good times. MDI
area. Include photo. Please write Advertiser#94, c/o0urPaperPOB 10744Portland ME 04104.

• \J. J
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GF, 26, enjoy hiking, canoeing, fishing, and sleeping under the stars. Looking
for GF to enjoy it with. If you live withn 30
miles of Medway let's get together. I know
I'mnotalone up here! Ifyoudon'tlivenear
by, just want a change of pace, write anyway. Please write Advertiser #98, c/o Our
PaperPOB 10744 Portland ME 04104 .

"

I

I

Lost My Art History Buddy! Redheaded female with great laugh gets married and you, my GWM friend, drops out of
sight! Please write J.E.C. Miss your mind
and smile. RR#l, Box 3081, Wayne, ME
04284.

C.taloitl.50

r

P.O. 8oJ1·365, Wflt-Rcickport.Mu,e 04865

GWF, 28, attractive, down-to-earth,
chemical-free. Seeks companion, age 2535. Photo appreciated. Write Advertiser
#95, c/o Our Paper POB 10744 Portland
ME04104.

207-594-0694 .
W lldcraft~ and organk:ally grown herbal remedies. Herbwalka,
slklnhowa, workahope and Flower Enence Cc,nsidtiatiom. ,

Com~ join us at

207-623-4041

GWM, young fifties, stable, professional, discreet, healthy. Seeks men of all
ages for fun , friendship. Prefer 60 mile
radius of Portland. First ad Write Advertiser #97, c/o Our Paper, POB 10744
Portland ME 04104.
GWF, 30, seeks GF, age 24-35, for
companionship. I love the outdoors and am
tired of spending my spare time alone. I' m
attractive, 5'6", and a non-smoker. Please
include phone #, only serious inquiries
please, no games. Respond to Advertiser
#96, c/o Our Paper, POB 10744 Portland
ME04104.

HAIRY MEN! National adlists for
bears and smooth or hairy trappers! If you
love fur, this is the list! Information? Send
$3.00 to: MAN-HAIR, 59 West 10th St,
NY, NY 10011.
35-year-old GWM seeks
responsible roommate for year-round 2bedroom apartment in Old Orchard. Available 6/1. Conveniently located with water
views and only steps to the beach. Age,
gender and orientation not important but a
dry sense of humor would be appreciated.
$275.00 per month plus 1/2 utilities. Please
call Mike at 934-0525.
LF has bedroom-plus den of your own
to rent in home with family. Laundry,
kitchen privileges, parking, storage. Nonsmoker, chemical-free preferred. Must see
to appreciate. $27 5/month. Leave message
at 773-3978.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING·- Voluntary- A,Jonymous - Low Coat
· . ·t-

The AIDS Project offers'frained counselors to answer your questions
and address your~concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) . To schedule a counsellng session call: .
774-61fT7 daily between 9-12; 1-(5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appoint- ·
. ~ntonly. ·

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine
We have no s(rangerson~yjriery.ds
you.haven't met

TllE$DAY-SATURDAV: 7-1
.

SHARE YOUR TALENTS.
DEVELOP NEW ONES.
Our Paper needs graphic artists, layout people, photographers,
~ writers and distribution people. Find out what's involved. Write to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104, or come to a
7 pm Tuesday night meeting at 9 Deering Street (rear) in Portland.
<-
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Attractive GWF, age 40, non-smoker,
chemical-free seeks same in GF companion aged 30-45. I enjoy nature, intelligent
conversation and good food, have many
interests. Lewiston/Auburn, Brunswick or
Augusta areas. Please include phone number. Please respond to Advertiser #69, c/o
Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland ME
04104.
Bangor GWM, 42, 5'll", 140 lbs.
Healthy, intelligent, honest, sincere and
discreet. Looking for a mature 25-45-yearold level-headed individual for friendship
and/or relationship. I enjoy music, theater,
gardening, physical fitness, good conversation, quiet evenings at home. No smokers, drugs or fems. Please write to Adverr
tiser #70, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 10744,
Portland ME 04104.
GF, head on shoulders, feet on ground,
in tune with life, healthy, attractive, intelligent, real. Seeks femme gal, 35-45 for that
elusive love that binds two for life. Is this
the spring of my life and perhaps yours
too? Be positive! 50 mile radius of Portland. Please respond to Advertiser #79, c/
o Our Paper, PO Box 10744, Portland ME
04104.
GWF. 39. Hearth professional. Attractive, trim, easygoing. Enjoys work, sports,
garden, movies, books, children. Seeks
similar GWF to share same. Non-smoker,
light drink:er. Please respond to Advertiser
#80, c/o Ollr Paper, POB 10744,Portland
ME04104.
My Ideal
You are an outdoorsman. Like to camp
out, build fires, swim naked, make love,
sleep close. You are younger (24-39), loving, needing older. You are virile, Greek
active only. You are experienced, like lots
·of it., are good at it, can't get enough of it.
You dream of being two men together in a
love that is a household and a best friendship. You are a non-smoker (dope is o.k.)
and you are real, not a phony. No games.
No mindfucks. You know who you are,
what you want, who you need, what you
have to give and what you want back.
Maybe you are a loner or shy, but you are
intense in your feelings and lusty in your
desires. You need it all the time. Need to
lead. To be on top. Need to be inside. Need
a man to yield to you.
I am all man. Tall. Goodlooking.' Hairy.
Healthy. Fit. Free. Experienced in love. I
am your other half. I am free and willing to
relocate, to come to you.
If you really have the courage to go for
it, to stand up and say I want it and if you
truly know you have to give someone in
return, well, take a hsot. Write at length.
Send a photo. I am real. I am lusty. I am
needing and searching for you too! ·
Please respond to Advertiser #81, c/o
Our Paper, POB 10744, Portland ME04104.

GBF, 36, bicoastal, new to area. Interested in making new acquaintances with
discreet area lesbians. I enjoy music, puppies, good books, travel, room service.
Looking forward to hearing from some of
the sisterhood. All replies will be answered.
Please send letters to Adv'ertiser #82, c/o
Our Paper, POB 10744, Portland ME04104.
GF, non-smoking, sober, professional
seeks same to share lovely new home in
Old Orchard. Write Advertiser #83, c/o
Our Paper, J>OB 10744, Portland ME04104.
NEW TO SCENE: BI/WM, 24, 6'1",
190 lbs. Good looks and build. Masculine
100%. Straight-acting and looking. Looking for new friends, for fun times. Not
overly experienced, not really into gay
scene. 100% safe, many interests: movies,
outdoors, music, good conversation and
wild times. Good-looking WMs ages 1828, please write, will answer all. Respond
to Advertiser #84, c/o Our Paper, PO Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
GWM, thirtysomething. Tall, dark hair,
bearded hairy. Has opening four soul mate.
Qualified GWM's must possess dark hair,
beard, hairy. Living in the Greater Portland are. Into starlight, passion, rapture,
moon shadows, lust. Secure with their
sexuality. Write PO Box 681, Freeport, ME
04032.
' '
.
GWF, quiet, conservative, non-smoker,
non-drinker, athletic, androgynous, affectionate, responsible, seeks similar GWF,
35-50 for friendship and/or relationship.
Please respond to Advertiser #86, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.
.
GYM new to Camden-Rockland area,
now living in South Thomaston looking to
meet other GYM for friendship. I am professional and 35, 6'2", brown hair, blue
eyes, and discreet. Please respond to Advertiser #87, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 744,
Portland, ME 04104.
Lesbian, 30, bright, funny and healthy,
seeking gals for correspondence and camaraderie. I enjoy the outdoors, vegetarian
cooking, fine literature, Frisbee and Star
Trek. Not in to heavy drinking or high
fashion. Moody . intellectuals welcome.
Please respond to Advertiser #88, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 744,Portland,ME04104.
GM, 34, seeks roommate for spacious
3-bedroom apartment near USM. Kitchen,
living, dining, off-street parking -:- your
share $275/mo. plus utilities. Please respond to Advertiser #90, c/o Our Paper,
PO Box 10747, Portland, ME 04104.

GREAT ·.EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy. for typesetting, specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.
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Hairy Men! National adlists for bears
and smooth or hair trappers! If you love
fur, this is the list! Information? Send
$3.00 to: MAN-HAIR, 59 West. 10th St.,
NY, NY 10011.

Lesbian, late 30s, healthy, trim, gentle,
attractive, intelligent, responsible, and
independent, but just a bit shy, enjoys
canoing, bicycling, concerts, movies, and
is open to suggestions, seeks assertive lesbian, 33-45, for friendship, maybe more.
Portland to Saco area. Please write Advertiser #91, c/o Our Paper, POB 10744 ·
Portland ME 04104.

Share Pownal farmhouse convenient
to Portland or Brunswick. 2 women seeking 2 mature, drug-free women with feminist orientation who enjoy homesharing.
Rent $212 + utilities. Call Candice or Kris
at 688-2218.
Portland Area Gay White Male, 57,
seeks mature gay or Bi/male for friendship,
good times, possible relationship. No heavy
drinkers, no drugs, please. Am quiet, shy,
sincere, easy going. Tired of being alone waiting for honest, discreet, sincere buddy.
Write advertiser #101 c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104

GWM, 30, 5' 7", 150 lbs., very shy and
quiet. Looking for 25-40-year-old in southern Maine or c_oastal N.H. who enjoys
quiet, intimate walks along the beach or
evenings at home listening to music , reading, watching movies, or just holding and
touching. If you are sincerely looking for a
friendship and/or relationship, please respond to Advertiser #92, c/o Our Paper,
POB 10744 Portland ME 04104.

GWF seeks friendship and/or relationship; someone to go to the coast with, or
teach me to play pool? Prefer ages 35-50.
Non-smoker please. Phone number gets
quick response. Please respond to Advertiser #103 c/o Our Paper POB 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.

Male, 57, Augusta Area - is looking for
a Bi-male who is married and would like to
meet someone in same situation. Ages 18 57. Singles also welcomed. Please respond
to Advertiser #102, c/o Our Paper, POB
10744, Portland ME 04104.
CAFE ALWAYS
'Dishwasher needed 4 nights a week. Call
. 774-9399 and leave message .

GF, 40, looking for same to share friend. ship, companionship, fun and conversa- tion. Enjoy various activities. Write to
Advertiser #99, c/o Our Paper, PO Box
10744, Portland ME 04104.

Won't you be my neighbor? Buy a
condominium near me and let's start a
lesbian/gay homeowner community. Beautiful two-bedroom townhouse in South
Portland. $89,000. Call 871-1014.

Lesbian couple looking to rent room to
non-smoking female. No pets, quiet household. Large backyard. $275.00 includes
all. Call 775-6327 after 5:00 p.m.

GAY CARDS add fun and affirmation
to your letters and messages. Four or more
make a unique present! FANCY THAT,
Ogunquit; New Leaf, Rockland; Gulf of
Maine and Paperworks, Brunswick;
Raffle ' s and Books, Etc., Portland. SUPPORT THIS VISIBILITY!

Gay Country Inn, 19 charming rooms.
Beautiful I 00-acre mountain setting. Pool,
hot tub, hiking/skiing trails. Highlands
Inn, Box l 180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574.
(603) 869-3978. Grace & Judi,
Inn Keepers.

SHARE HOME near Bangor/Orono:
Two GF seek third; own entrance. Pets and
cigs o.k. No drugs. $250 per month Rius V
3 utilities. Begin summer or fall. Please
respond to Advertiser #89, c/o Our Paper,
P.O. Box 744, Portland, ME 04104. .

STEP BACK IN TIME! Plums·B&B
for women only, antiques, charm, private
baths, full breakfast, parking, for brochure:
160 Bradford St., Provincetow, MA 02657I
(508) 487-2283 . Apartments also available.

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ sign for each additional word.
For personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit language in your personals. Responses to
personals will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you twice monthly.

NE,W DAWN ADVENTURES, INC.
Think S.l{NSHINE year-round!!! Come to
our Caribbean Retreat, or send for a flyerof
offered workshops and outdoors trips for
women. PO Box 1512, Vieques, Puerto
Rico 00765 Tel. (508) 283-8717.
Houn: Mon.-Sat.
IO am til 5 pm
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SATURDAY, JULY 1
SUNDAY, JULY 2
July 1-2, WOMLAND, Inc. has scheduled a workday for Sat. July I st on Gathering Ground in Dexter to prepare the land
fortheLammasFestivalJuly28-30. Work
will begin after breakfast, but feel free to
come at any point during the day. There
will be a potluck supper and fire circle that
nite. Camping space is available for sleeping over. The following day, Sunday July
2nd, the regular monthly meeting will be
held at IO a.m. Womn-only and chemicalfree. For directions send SASE to Gather.:
ing Ground, Dexter ME 04930, or call
924-5172.

SUNDAY, JULY 9
CHARLIE HOWARD MEMORIAL
DAY
On Sunday, July 9, 1989, the Unitarian
Church of .Bangor and the Bangor Area
Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition will
commemorate Charlie Howard, a man
killed because he was gay. This commemoration will mark 5 years since he was
killed. The Unitarian service will begin at l l
a.m. at the church on the comer of Main
and Union Sts. A march will begin at 12:30
p.m. Leaving from the church, the march
will proceed through the downtown area,
stopping at the bridge where Charlie

Howard was killed. After the march, participants will gather at Davenport Park at
Main and Cedar Sts. to hear Rosemary
Denman, a lesbian and former Methodist
minister. Rosemary Denman was sanctioned in 1987 by the United Methodist
Church for being open about her lesbianism and challenging the Methodist Church's
policy on lesbian and gay clergy. She is
now a Unitarian-Universalist minister.
For more information, contact:
Margeurite Roosen, 11 Old Mill Rd. Orono
ME04473. Phone: 827-3107.

FRIDAY, JULY 14
Chiltern Mountain Club Trips:
7/14-16: Fort Island (ME) tidewater canoe
camping. Roy (617) 661-1436 before 9:30. _

SATURDAY, JULY 15
Join CROWSFEET DANCE
COLLECTIVE in a day long workshop
of Afro-Carribean rhythms, song, martial
arts, signing, humor and DANCE. Saturs
day, July 15, 9:30 - 4:30. $40.00 includes
lunch.
CROWSFEET DANCE COLLECTIVE is one of the two new groups formed
from the Wallflqwer Order Dance Collective. These five women dancers are skilled
performers and choreographers that express through their artistic work a wide

variety of themes as seen from a woman 's
perspective. As a multicultural group, their
themes continue to reflect and challenge
the social movements of our times ranging
from international liberation struggles to
the workday of the ordinary woman. Their
art form includes various dance techniques
as well as theater, humor, sign language,
songs and martial arts.
Write for Brochure:
Blueberry Cove Camp
HCR 35 Box 520
Tenants Harbor, ME 04860
(207) 372-6353

'

July 15. Full Moon Gathering m Swanville. Starting with a potluck at 6 p.m. and
followed by an energy healing circle. Womn
only and chemical-free. Camping space.
For directions send SASE to Chris of
Coventree, Troy ME 04987.

SUNDAY, JULY 23

·'

The Third Annual New Hope Bike
Trek will be held in Mideast Maine on the
weekend of August 26 and 27. Bikers may
choose a one or two day Trek this year.
The Trek begins each day at Tanglewood 4-H Camp in Lincolnville where
overnight accommodations will also be
provided for two-day trekkers. The Saturday route winds through 50 miles of quiet
countryside and encircles Lake St. George.
The Sunday and one-day trek will be a 25mile tour of Isleboro, one of Maine's most
scenic islands.
New Hope for Women is a non-profit
domestic violence project in Midcoast
Maine and the sponsor of this event. Trek
participants must raise pledges to enter and
funds will be used to support services to
battered women and their children in Knox,
Lincoln, and Waldo counties.
Prizes and assistance are being provided by the Bike Gallery in Rockland
including gift certificates for participants
who raise more than the minimum pledges.
Goldsmith' s Sporting Goods of Rockland
is donating T-shirts for the event. For registration information call 594-2128, Mondays through Fridays, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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The newly-formed gay, lesbian and
bisexual chorus, Bridges, has officially
begun! It has been a long time in happening, but we-are excited!
Our first performance was May 28 at
The Quilt memorial service at First Parish
in Portland. What a moving evening. The
choir performed, "Concord" by Britten,
"Frostiana" by Thompson, and ''Names"
a special selection which spoke of people
who have died of AIDS.
June 2nd we performed at the pre-pride
gathering of Stonewall 20 at First Parish.
There we sang Concord, Names, Homophobia, a zany comic song by Ronamnovsky and Philips and Where or When by
Rodgers. An enjoyable evening was had by
all.
Chas Grindle is our beloved director
and Nancy Hoffman and Mark Howard
accompanied very ably at the respective
events.
We encourage new members to participate, whether solist material or not. Give us
a holler at,
Bridges
c/o P.O. Box 10476
Portland, ME 04104
Let's support the arts ••• creativity
with freedom!.

Lammas Festival. WOMLAND, Inc.,
a non-profit organization whose purpose is
to acquire land to protect it for use by
current and future generations of womn
and children, is sponsoring its third annual
camping weekend July 28-30 at Gathering
Ground in Dexter, ME. This mid-summer
celebration or Lammas Festival is an
opportunity for womn to gather in a natural
setting to build community by sharing
experiences and skills, networking, playing, singing and dancing on the land in a
chemical-free, womn-only space. The
theme for this year's gathering is Womyn
Webworking with each other and Our
Mother Earth. Sliding scale of$25-65. For
registration form or more information send
legal-size SASE to WOMLAND. POB
34, S. China, ME 04358.

Chiltern Mountain Club Trips:
7/23-28: Five-day bike tour of Aroostook
County (ME). Gene (207) 361-1630.

July 10th thru August 20th Assemblages by Lori Austill West Side Restaurant, 58 Pine Street 773-8223.

"Bridges" Premieres!

FRIDAY, JULY 28
SATURDAY, JULY 29
SUNDAY, JULY 30

Since our last writing and our recognition by the University of New England 's
undergraduate student senate, the Lifestyles Alliance has been recognized as a
student group by the College of Medicine
senate. With these two votes of confidence, we can now focus our attention on
issues for the upcoming Fall semester. We
are meeting on a regular basis throughout
the summer, working toward: Fall orientation with a brochure and information for
the incoming students; a discussion group
for U.N.E. students who want to get togetherfordiscussions, movies, or companionship; and our continual effort to become
an active member of the University community.
We planned a barbecue for the end of
June as a fun event for our members to
become better acquainted and to discuss
the need for and logistics of the support
ITTOUp. .
We have decided to limit our activities
to immediate members of the U.N.E.
community for now' thereby establishing
ourorganization and getting the bugs out of
it as well. Please be assured that eventually
our programming and services will be offered to the community in general.
Until next month ...
Susan Milliron, Lifestyles Alliance, c/
o Student Affairs, University of New
England, 11 Hills Beach Rd., Biddeford
ME 04005-9599.

To Whom It May Concern,
In 1988, a new organization called
CARTNHI was started. It is the Committee for AIDS Research and Treatment of
New Hampshire Independent. Our initial goal was to stage performances and distribute our earnings to various AIDS organizations. The profits would be split
- between the NH AIDS Foundation and
hospitals with AIDS services. We have
also decided that we would like to donate
our time to help people with AIDS in any
way that we can.
Although we are not a charity organization, our membership contract clearly states
that 90% of the profits from each performance will go into the CARTNHI account
and be distributed quarterly to the various
AIDS groups. We are really trying to increase our membership, but it is very difficult to get people who are committed. We
need performers: such as lip-sync, singers,
dancers, comedians, actors and actresses.
We also need photographers, drivers, typists, poster people and personal help assistants.
We are starting out with an account
_balance of zero, so we need all the help we
can get. Our president and vice-president
both have full-time jobs, so we need other
people to help spread the word about
CARTNHI. Any help through word of
mouth, telephone, mailings, advertisements, posters, announcements, or whatever you can think of or do will be greatly
appreciated. Remember, all CARTNHI
members or nominees who work in a show
will receive a portion of the 10% of the
profits that are not placed into the
CARTNHI fund. This is enough to cover
your minor expenses, and is done as an
incentive award for giving your time to
CARTNHI.
Thank you for helping,
Maryssa
CARTNHI Vice-President

;

SUNDAYS
Dignity, Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics and their friends) meets every Sunday at First Parish Church, 425 Congress
St., Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship
at 6:00 p.m. followed by social. Please use
rear entrance.
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday of the month- business meeting, I p.m.
followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay!Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout the
state. See Calendar listing for location and
time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6: 30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland.
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Sunday. Discussion meeting at 4
p.m., Unitarian Church, Main s ·t., Bangor.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian//Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first
Sunday and third Thursday of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7 p.m.
· Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
- for discussion, support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College, Lewiston .
MONDAYS
Seacoast Gay Men - Mondays at 7
p.m. (except first Monday potluck party
held elsewhere). Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, NH.
Seacoast Gay Men , PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 03801-1394. Call Al (603)
898-1115.
~

Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Monday of every month, 7-9 p.m. Call 9893306 for info.
Fem.inist Spiritual Community every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends Meeting
House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773-2294
(come early).
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus on gay/lesbian issues, 7:00-9p.m.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous
- every Thursday, discussion meeting al
7:30 p.m. Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening
6-9 p.m. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union,
UMO.
Women'sSupportGroupforWomen
with AIDS, ARc; or Who Are HIV·
Positive, every Thursday. at The AIDS
Project, 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon at 22
Monument Square, 5th floor, Portland, ME.
For further information, or if you need day
care, please call Diane or Toby at 7746877.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays - fourth Tuesday of the month, 7:30
p.m. First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.
Greater Portland NOW - fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.
- every TuesGay/Lesbian AA
day, 7:30 p.m. Williston West Church, 32
Thomas St., Portland.
Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., Portland. 7732294. New member always welcome.

MERCY HOSPITAL144State·

WEDNESDAYS
Belfast Area AIDS Support Group For PW A's friends , family , andcaregivers.
Call 338-3736. (Family flanning MondayThursday).
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m., beginning meeting, First Parish UU Church, 425
Congress St., Portland 7 :30-9 p.m. Speaker/
discussion meeting.
Families of Gays. Support Group second Tuesday of each month, 7:30 p.m.
For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.
B.owdoin College Gay-LesbianStraight Alliance, 7:30 p.m. , ChaseBarn
Chamber.Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap
Group. 6:30 to 8 p.m., 92 Bedford St.
Portland (USM campus). Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more information.
Down East AIDS Network
Every Tues., 7 p.m. support group in
Ellsworth. Led by clinical social worker
Carole Pascal, the group is open to all
people affected by AIDS. Call 326-8580
for location.

Lesbian ACOA (Adult Children of
Alcoholics) Support Group will meet
every Tuesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, Annex 2nd
tloor, 15 Pleasant St., Brunswick, ME. Nonsmoking; all women welcome.

Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and
Gay Community, 7:30 p.m. Mary Low
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Gays and Lesbians United potluck
supper meets the last Wednesday of each
month at the Sanford Unitarian Church on
the comer of Lebanon St. (Route 202) and
Main St. (Route 109) in Sanford, Me. All
welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295 for
details.
College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Womyn's Rap Group, 7:00-9:00 p.m. at
92 Bedford St., Portland (USM campus).
Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more
information.

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m. , Jewett Hall, UMA,
Room L14.
·
Alcoholics Anonymous meets, ev_ery
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together,1in
Sobriety (open discussion), Christ Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Rd .,
Portsmouth.NH.
''' ,.i.
OUTRIGHT - Portland Alliance of
Lesbian and Gay Youth (22 years old and
younger), 7:30 p.m. Preble St. Chapel, 331
Cumberland Ave., Portland.

THURSDAYS
Gays in Sobriety,AA, 8-9 p.m. big
book/step meeting. Williston West Church,
32 Thomas St., Portland.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
- step meeting with focus on ga,y/lesbia~
issues, 5:30-7 p.m., MERCY HOSPITAL144State
Portland.

l\

SATURDAYS.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet first
and third Saturdays of each month from
8:00-1:00 at the old Bangor Community
College Student Union .

Down East AIDS Network holds a Healing Circle for all people affected by AIDS.
Call 326-8580 for info & location.
2nd and 4th Thurs. , 7-8:30 p.m.

., .

ANNOUN~\t':ttlENT~
Gay and Lesbian
Indians to Gather
The Second Annual Gathering of
American Indian Gays and Lesbians will
be held Thursday, August 24, to Monday,
August 28, 1989. For more information
write: American Indian Gays and Lesbians, PO Box 10229, Minneapolis, MN
55458-3229.

The Rape Crisis Center needs DAYTIME Volunteers to work on its hotline. A
free training on Crisis Intervention Skills
and Sexual Assault awareness is provided
for interested women and men.
Beginning July 11 , 1989
Tues., Wed., Thurs., mornings
9am-1 2 pm
· For more information, call 774-3613
or write:
Rape Crisis Center
P.O. Box 137 1
Portland, Maine 04104

New Routes will be offering the fol lowing trips for women during June and
July. Pre-registration is required on all trips.
July 2-8. Midcoast Sea Kayaking trip.
July ·9. Sea Kayak day trip in Quahog
Bay.
NEW WORDS is pleased to announce
July 13-16. Rites of Passage: Sea Kayakthat May Sarton in a rare Boston appearing journey in Penobscot Bay.
ance, wi II be at the bookstore July 16 from
July 18. Full moon paddling trip in
3:30 - 5:30 for booksigning. This is in
Harpswell.
celebration of her newest novel, "The
July 20. Sea Kayak day trip in MusEducation of Harriet Hatfield. " May
congus Bay.
Sait on is one of the preeminent literary
July 20-29. Allagash Wilderness Wa· figures in the contemporary American
terway canoe trip.
July 24-28. Walking gently, paddling . writing scene and her journals, novels, and
essays have been a source of pleasure and
quietly: A mid-summer women 's retreat.
inspiration, especially for women, for
-·
The New Routes outdoor center also
decades. Please join us on the 16th.
offers a full range of private and group
instruction in kayaking and canoeing.
For registration or information, call 207- .
Location: New Words Bookstore, 186
729-7900orwrite: New Routes, Inc., RRS ,
Hampshire St., Cambridge, MA; for inforBox 2030X, Brunswick, ME 04011.
mation: 876-5310.

_________________
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Remember Charlie
- July 9 - Bangor
11 :00 am Memorial Service
Unitarian Universalist
Church
Union Street
12:30 Lesbian Gay Pride March
through Downtown Bangor
l :30 Rally at Davenport Park
Rosemary Denman
Keynote Speaker
Charlie Howard was an openly gay
man who was thrown from the State Street
bridge by three local Bangor men. He was
killed as a result of being thrown from the
bridge on July 7, 1984.
The Charlie Howard Memorial Celebration is held each year in memory of this
trag_ic ~vent to r!!mind ~Qple ~f th~ coi;isequence of discrimination. The events .are
sponsored by, the Bangor Area Gay iesbian Straight Coalition.

National Leather
Conference
Living in Leather IV
The National Leather Association has
sponsored three successful Living in
Leather Conferences from 1986 to 1988,
bringing together men and ~omeh of all
sexual orientations from throughout the
National Leather/SM/Fetish Community, and leading to the phenomenal gr<>Wth
of the NLA.
.
Living in Leather IV will be presented
October 6 to 8, 1989, in Portland, Oregon.
Conference Chairs Wayne Gloege and
Sa ll ee Huber are working with
NLA:Portland, with NLA members from
around the country, and with key individuals in the International Leather/SM/
Fetish scene to bring you the hottest conference ever!
For information and registration, contact the National Leather Association at
PO Box 17463, Seattle, WA 98107.

775-6598

Families
food
a1Cohol
ab

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Use
Sexuality

Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine 04103
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The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor
Portland, ME 04101
AIDS Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Daily 9am-5pm
Mon. & Wed. 6-9pm, Sat. IOam-lpm
AIDS Action of Central Maine
PO Box 3113, Lewiston, ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip, Brewer, ME 04412

Dear Reader,
We on the Our Paper staff would like
to ask your help in making some changes in
the formats of the Lesbigay Network and
the Meetings section. The name of the
Lesbigay Network has been changed to the
Maine Community Network and we are
expanding this section to further meet our
readers' needs. We need to have you review your group's entries in both the Maine
Community Network and the Meetings
section and update any information such as
meeting times and dates, addresses, telephone numbers, and names of any contact
people. We would also like to have you
send us a short description (annroximately

Gay/Lesbian Alliance
92 Bedford St., Portland.ME 04102
780-4085

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St., Bangor,ME 04401
942-6503
.
Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St., PO Box 3771, Portland, ME
04104
773-2294
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG)
Box 1556 Station A, Fredericton, NB,
Canada E3B52G
506/457-2156
Gay/Lesbian Alcholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancers
69 Mountain View Ave., Bangor, ME04401
947-2329
Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741, Portland

GMSA (Gay Men's Social Association)
PO Box 294, Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) 367-8304 (Alan or Paul)

Harbor Masters Inc.
PO box 4044, Portland, ME 04101

30 words) of your group's purpose or goal
to help our readers better understand the
resources available to them.
We would appreciate any additions,
corrections, or deletions as soon as possible, so plesae take a few minutes to let us
know we've got the right information for
your group.
If you have any questions or need more
information, please write Our Paper at
PO Box 10744, Portland, ME 04101. We're
really excited about making these changes
because we feel Our Paper will be better
able to reach out to more of"our readers."
Sincerely,
The Our Paper Collective

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter, Nat'l Assoc. of Social
Workers
PO Box 5lll2, Station A, Portland, ME
04101
Maine Connection
PO Box 5245, Station A, Portland, ME
04102

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
PO Box 232, Hallowell, ME 04347

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
PO Box 57, Brunswick.ME 04011-0057
883°5016 or 725-8541

· New Brunswick Coalition for Human
Rights Reform
PB Box 1556, Station A, Fredericton, NB
E3B5G2

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
PO Box 756, Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009
Northern Lamda Nord
PO Box 990, Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline, 498-2088
Our Paper
PO Box 10744
Portland, ME 04104

Portland Pride
PO Box 681, Scarborough, ME 04074
PW A Coalition
c/o The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor, Portland,
ME04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
9? Bedford St., Portland, ME 04103
Wilde<Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine-Orono, Orono, ME
04469

MAINE COMMUNITY NETWORK
· AIDS Support Group, Mondays at
6:30. Call Alan at 548-2929 for information.
The group provides education in the
schools, businesses and the community as
a whole, and offers support to people who
are affected by AIDS. For more information contact Nan Stone, 338-5559.

Dignity/Maine, PO Box 8113,
Portland, ME 04104. Dignity/Maine is an
organization of gay and lesbian Catholics
and their friends, organized to reinforce our
self-acceptance and sense of dignity as
people of God, to develop leadership and
to be an instrument through which gay and
lesbian Catholics may be heard by the
church and society.

Bangor Area Gay, Lesbian, Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC). With thoughtful
remembrapce for Charlie Howard, who
wa~ 'm~rdered in Bangor in 1984 due to the
homophobia or'local residents, we dedicate ourselves to a visible and accessible
community to challenge homophobia,
sexism, racism, agism and all other irratio11alf fears.
t.

The Down East AIDS Network
(DEAN) is a community-based, grassroots
organization. We provide community
education and support services for those
affected by AIDS . DEAN is a gay positive
organization. Call DEAN: 326-8580.
Support group for HIV (+), family, friends
and those at risk every Tuesday 7-~:30
p.m. Ellsworth. Call Tracy at 326-8580 for
information.
·
Down East AIDS Network, Box 779,
Blue Hill, ME 04614

• • J ~.

Bath Men's Group

meets weekly for fun,
fellowship, and great food . For more info,
dial.«3-1211. All welcome.

The Belfast Area AIDS Support Group
is for PWA's, friends, family and caregivers. Call 338-3736 (Family Planning,
M-Th) or Alan, 548-2929 evenings or
weekends.
The Colby College Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Community
c/o The Student Activities Office, Colby
College, Waterville, ME 04901.
Meetings, Wednesday nights at 8:30 in
the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Informational Phoneline 2nd and 4th
Wednesday of every month (873-3536).
For more information write or contact Mark
at 877-9194 or _Al at 872-3000.
The CCBLGC serves the membres of
the Colby and Waterville community as
both a social and political medium. Promoting community, awareness, and knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains a safe and
comfortable atmosphere for bisexuals,
lesbians, and gays.

Gay AA Meeting (speaker-discussion),
Saturday nights, 8-9 p.m. Beacon Club
(old Mitchell School B/D). 36 High St.,
Bath, ME 04530. Phone# for information:
443-4288.
Greater Bangor NOW wHI meet the
fourth Tuesday of every month, at 7 p.m ..
Amy's apartment in Augusta Hall, Bangor
Community College campus. For meeting
info, Amy #581-6075/6077.
GBNOW's purpose is to take action to
bring women into full participation in
society now, exercising all the privileges
and respnosibilities thereof, in all aspects
of citizenship, public service, employment,
education and family life.
GMSA (Gay Men's Social Association)
is a social group for gay men from Western
Maine and Eastern New Hampshire. We
meet at each other's homes for Pot Luck
and plan activities as the members desire.
Our address is Box 36, Center Conway,
. N.H. 03813 and you can call Paul at (207)
925-1034 for information. '

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (P/FLAG) Box 2080 Great Island,
Brunswick 04011, 725-4769
This support group attempts to help
parents, relatives and friends change attitudes and create understanding so that our
gay/lesbian family members can live with
dignity and respect. Meets fourth Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. at First Parish Church in Brunswick.
Maine Bisexual People's Network,
PO Box 1792, Portland, ME 04104. Phone:
780-4085. The purpose of the Maine Bisexual People's Network is to affirm in
ourselves and others the positive nature of
bisexuality and to work toward greater
acceptance in the bisexual, gay, l~sbian,
and straight communities.
The Maine Health Foundation is a
nonprofit, tax-exempt organization that
offers both direct and indirect financial
support for People with AIDS in Maine.
Our other concerns are the special health
issues facing Maine's gay and lesbian
communities; including gay youth.
For information, please write to: The
Maine Health Foundation, Inc., PO Box
7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112.
Are you gay and under 22 years old?
OUTRIGHT, Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian Youth, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portland, Maine 04101 . For more
information, call Ingraham Volunteers,
Dial-INFO: 774-HELP (a 24-hour hotline)
or if you' re 18 and under, you can also call
Dial-KIDS: 77 4-TALK. Call now for more
iAformation concerning support, special
events and fun!
The Greater Portland Chapter of the
National Organization for Women is an
action-oriented group. Our primary goals
are threefold: I) to foster Equal Rights for
women; 2) to insure unrestricted choice
around reproductive rights; and 3) to support Lesbian and Gay rights.

We have speakers and events for the
public on the fourth Tuesd~y of every
month, at the YWCA, 87 Spnng St., 7:30
p.m. For more information, call Perry
Krasow or his answering machine at 8'?_90877.

Seacoast Gay Men (SGM, Inc.) is a
social group for gay men. We meet Monday evenings at 7 p.m. - holiday Mondays
excepted. The first Monday of the month is
a potluck supper. Remaining Mondays are
given to a wide variety of presentations,
discussions, films, etc.
Our address is: PO Box 1394,
Portsmouth, NH 0380!-1394. Contact persons are: Al, 603-898-lllS; Paul, 207-4396850.
Transupport, PO Box 17622, Portland,
ME 04101. Contact person is Diana. Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual , social
and educational peer support group for
Transsexuals, cross-dressers, and their
families and friends who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues.·
Meetings are held bi-monthly, on Sundays at 6:00 p.m., write for location and
more information.

Waldo County AIDS Education Committee, PO Box 772_ Belfast, ME 04915.
Provides education in the schoois, businesses, and the community as a whole. For
more information contact Nan Stone, 3385559.

WOMLAND (Womn owning Mair.e
Land) Trust, Inc., PO Box 55, Troy, ME
04987
WOMLAND Trust is a non-profit
organization whose purpose is to acquire
land throughout the state to protect it for
use by c.;urrent and future generations of
womn and children. Meetings second
Sunday every month, location varies.

